Comprehension and
Discussion Questions
Chapter One
1. The Great Glass Elevator was called ‘The Great Glass Lift’ in Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. Why has Mr Wonka changed its name? If you were Roald Dahl, would you have
changed the name for this novel? Give a reason.
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2. Why did everyone end up floating in the Elevator? What was it about the situation that
made Charlie and Grandpa Joe laugh?
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3. (a) Write a list of describing words to compare and contrast Charlie’s and Grandma Josephine’s various reactions to their ride in the Elevator.

©

Charlie

Grandma Josephine

b) Circle the character’s name above who reacts in the way most similar to how you think
you would in the same situation. Give reasons for your choice and add any other comments about how you think you might feel.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Vocabulary
Chapters Three and Four:
The Link-Up, The President
1. Write dictionary definitions for these vocabulary words as they are used in the novel.
(a) bunkum
(b) crisis
(c) tunic
(e) falsetto
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2. Circle the correct synonym for each of these words.
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(d) vivid

absorbed

sleepy

(b) hailed

stuck

acclaimed

ate

(c) frantic

unhappy

crazy

colourful

(d) desperadoes

criminals

dancers

workers

(e) propulsion

glue

force

drink
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(a) riveted

shocked
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3. Use the vocabulary words in the box to complete the paragraph below.
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Capsule, booster, port, starboard, docking, stern, manoeuvre
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Linking up the elevator with the space hotel was a tricky _______________________.
Charlie and Grandpa Joe had to fire the elevator’s _____________________________
rockets to turn to _________________________________________ (to the right) and to
_________________________________________ (to the left). Soon, they made it to the
_________________________________________ entrance underneath the
_________________________________________ of the space hotel. They had done it.
They had beaten the transport __________________________________!
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Comprehension and
Discussion Questions
Chapter Nine
1. For what reason did everyone on Earth believe that the eight ‘astronauts’ had left the
hotel?
_____________________________________________________________________________
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2. Name five things Miss Tibbs taught the President about the art of politics.
__________________________________________________________________________
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3. Shuckworth says that the television camera onboard the transport capsule was
smashed, so we can only hear the commotion caused by the Knids. Do you think the
chapter would have been improved if the vision had been included? Give reasons for
your answer.
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_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
4. How would you feel if you were the President at the end of this chapter? What would
be your next action?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Spotlight Liter acy Skill
Char acterisation
Fiction writers work hard to create characters who seem alive to their readers. Much time is spent
thinking about the various traits of characters. These include their physical features, clothing, voices,
thoughts, beliefs, interests, movements and how they interact in diﬀerent situations and to diﬀerent
people.
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Imagine you are a toy designer working for a major toy company. You are asked to devise a
robot toy of Willy Wonka. The company have asked you to research this character carefully to
make the robot as realistic as possible. It will use the latest technology to be able to respond to
what people say.
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1. Begin your research by using Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator to answer the questions
below about Willy Wonka. Use note form. Some hints have been given for where to look
in the novel, but you will find information in other chapters too.
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• Physical features and clothing (Hint: Look at the pictures throughout the book)
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• Voice (Hint: See Chapter Five)
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• How he moves (Hint: See Chapter One)
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• Personality (Hint: See Chapter Fifteen)

• What do these characters think of him?
– Charlie

– Grandma Josephine
2. Use your answers to help you draw a sketch of your Wonka Robot on a separate sheet
of paper. Add labels to explain some of the most interesting features.
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Spotlight Liter acy Skill
Plot
The plot, or storyline, of many novels follows the stages shown below:
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Orientation
Rising Action
Climax
Falling Action
Resolution
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In Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator, these stages are used in Chapters One – Eleven (in
space) and again in Chapters Twelve –Twenty (in the Chocolate Factory).
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In the plot diagram below, the stages have been placed on the shape of a mountain. This
shows how the tension mounts, reaches a ‘peak’, and then falls away as the novel ends.
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Choose and circle one part of Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator (‘In Space’ or ‘Chocolate
Factory’) to complete the plot diagram below. Use note-form.
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Climax
What happens when main problem
reaches its high point or worst state?

Chocolate
Factory
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In Space
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Rising Action
What main problem occurs?

Orientation
What happens at the
beginning?
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Falling Action
How is the main problem
solved?

Resolution
What happens in the end?
Did the characters learn any
lessons?
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